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Abstract—In today’s era, toll becomes an obstruction to pass 
through the gate and paying manually becomes time consuming 
as well as fuel consuming. By using android app and firebase 
systems we decide to automate the process of toll system, which 
will reduce both time as well as fuel consumption of the cars 
waiting in the queue. This would also reduce the manual work 
and make the passing of vehicles fast as compared to old process 
of the toll system. Every driver who drives by the toll would need 
to install the android app that is linked with other payment 
gateway and the payment can be done by other wallets namely 
(Paytm, Mobipay etc). The app would have the details of the 
driver, licence number, car number plate to create a unique 
identity. The driver can pay the toll before reaching the toll from 
the app and through internet the payment would be allotted in 
the database of the toll system. As the vehicle would enter the toll 
lane, a camera will scan the number plate and check for the 
number of cars. Then it will scan it in database and if the 
payment is done it would directly open the gate and let it pass. 
On return the camera will check the number of car and check 
for the type of payment example (OT- one time, R – return) and 
based on that it will allow to pass. 

Keywords—License Plate Recognition, YOLO, firebase, App, 
OCR, traffic. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

n India, nearly all freeway projects are developed by private 
sectors through Public Private Partnership (PPP). Private 

organisations hold on to construction capitals and reasonable 
profits from people. Once the road has been constructed tax is 
collected by these organisations for the betterment of roads, 
we call this tax as toll tax. Many toll collection systems are 
deployed by numerous organisations at various toll booths. 
However, such way of collecting taxes generally wastes time 
and increases traffic on freeways/ highways. Initially, in India 
toll was collected manually this was called as manual toll 
collection system. This traditional method is insufficient for 
collection of toll tax because each vehicle owner pays the tax 
by providing cash to the person present at the toll plaza this 
causes congestion in lanes. Although in December of 2019 
Government of India introduced FASTAG system which 
works on RFID. Our system eliminates the drawbacks 
produced by FASTAG. Our proposed system is beneficial 
because with the help of this system traffic congestion is 
reducing significantly and also helps in reducing corruption at 
the toll booth. Our main system is basically divided into two 
parts: Vehicle Detection and License plate localisation and 
recognition. Toll Gate Automation detects vehicle using 

YOLOv3 tiny which is the most recent developed algorithm 
for faster object detection. YOLO or You Only Look Once is 
an object detection model which works much differently from 
the region-based models such as R-CNN and Fast R-CNN. 
YOLO works by taking an input image and splitting it into an 
S*S grid, each grid takes m bounding boxes. YOLOv3 tiny is 
the most efficient real time object detection approach with 
higher recognition rate and processing speed. Now, after 
vehicle has been detected next step is to localize the license 
plate from the car image. Accurate localization of License 
Plate from vehicle images is elixir and onerous because each 
license plate differs from region to region. The traditional 
License Plate Localization algorithms are basically classified 
in three categories such as colour-based, edge-based and 
texture-based. This step results in only License Plates and 
other parts of the car are ignored and extracted. After License 
Plates have been localized in our system next step, we apply 
Python package tesseract which is an OCR engine which 
helps in segmenting and generating textual version of 
generated image. The generated textual version is then stored 
toll database. The converted text that is obtained of the license 
plate number is then checked on the database server by 
comparing the alphanumeric and then once the match is found 
a fee is deducted from the profile that is associated with the 
number and the respective signal is passed on to the hardware 
prototype to open the tollgate. 

II. MAIN SYSTEM 

Main system is basically divided into two parts: 

A. Detection of Vehicle 

In our system for detecting vehicles pictures are taken from 
camera which is placed 10-12 meters ahead of toll gate and 1 
– 2 meters above ground level. In such way proper 
recognition takes place and it can avoid misleading images 
taken by a different angle. R-CNN model bypasses the 
problem of selection of large number of regions, selective 
search is applied in R-CNN for extracting 2000 regions from 
the image (called as region proposals). Fundamentally the 
input image captured by the camera is passed to R-CNN for 
extraction of region proposals (approx. 2000) also 
computation of CNN features is done in this part before 
classifying the regions. R-CNN takes a huge amount of time 
for training the network and also takes around 47 seconds for 
testing each image. Fast R-CNN is similar to R-CNN but 
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works faster because it requires feeding of input image to the 
CNN rather than feeding of region proposals to the CNN, it 
does this for generating a convolution feature map before 
identifying the region of proposals and finally swaddles the 
region of proposals into squares afterwards fixed size is 
decided by reshaping with the help of ROI pooling layer.
this paper, we espouse YOLOv3 tiny
vehicles. YOLO or You Only Look Once is an object 
detection algorithm which works much differently from the 
two algorithms mentioned before i.e. R-CNN and Fast
RCNN. YOLO as the name suggests You Only Look Once 
works by taking an input image before cleaving it into an S*S 
grid, bounding boxes are taken up by each grid. 
YOLOv3 are the most efficient, time saving and faster real 
time object detection models. In our system, using YOLOv3 
we got an average of 97.14% for detecting vehicles. Fig. 1 
shows the output after applying YOLOv3, we were successful 
in detecting the vehicle. The bounding box is then extracted 
and passed for localising the license plate. 

 

B.  License Plate localisation and recognition

This step is divided into two parts: 

I. License plate localisation 

Now, after vehicle has been detected next step is to localise 
the license plate from the car image. Accurate localisation of 
License Plate from vehicle images is elixir and onerous 
because each license plate differs from region to region. The 
traditional License Plate Localization algorithms are basically 
classified in three categories such as colour-based, edge
and texture-based. Cheng-Hung Lin1, Yong
Wei-Chen Liu2 in their paper adopted SVM to detect 
vehicle’s license plates. In Phalgun Pandya and Mandeep 
Singh presented an approach to localise license plate based on 
morphological opening and closing operations, experiment 
resulted in 98% accuracy in localising License Plates. This 
step results in only License Plates and other parts of 
are ignored and extracted. In our system, once the vehicle has 
been detected the region of interest (ROI) is then extracted 
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and passed as an input image for localisation of license plate. 
For localising license plate, we used training and testing 
approach, we used SSD-mobile net model for training and 
testing the license plates. After applying we got the result as 
shown in the figure below. 

Similarly, the ROI of license plate is then extracted as an 
image as shown in the figure below. This 
then passed for character recognition.

 

 

II. Character Recognition 

  In the last stage, for character recognition 
we used an inbuilt python package called as pytesseract for 
recognizing the characters. The cropped image generated in 
the step above was converted to grey scale image for better 
accuracy in recognition of alphabets and numerals. 

I. Firebase 

After getting the license plate number in the textual form the 
host server is checked for the same match. It sequentially 
checks the database for all the registered license plate 
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numbers. These license plate numbers have a profile 
associated with it where the information about the user is 
stored. It also has the available balance in the user’s profile. 
So, after finding the match in the database and checking for 
the necessary balance the money is then deducted and a signal 
is passed on to the hardware system to open the toll gate. The 
toll gate would remain open if the same process is done with 
the next car after the one that has passed the toll gate 
otherwise the gate will be closed. 

II. Comparison with RFID 

RFID stands for Radio Frequency identification it uses radio 
waves to transmit information RFID tags to an RFID reader. 
RFID has some limitations as well some of them are listed 
below: 

1. Materials like metal and liquid can impact the signal. 
2. Sometimes may take longer time for detection. 
3. RFID tags and RFID reader are very expensive. 
4. Implementation can be difficult and time consuming 

as well. 

Whereas our system can overcome some of the above listed 
limitations. Every toll booth uses CCTV camera for security 
purposes our system can use the camera for detection of 
vehicles. Since we are using the pre-installed cameras the cost 
of system is reduced significantly as compared to RFID. 
Implementation of the system is not very difficult. Although 
the performance can be increased by incorporating large 
computation power like a server. 

III. CONCLUSION 

 In this paper, we have proposed an efficient method 
for detection of license plate and for recognition of the 
characters. With the implementation of YOLO model 
detection of vehicle such as car was highly accurate. For 
localisation of license plate, we used training and testing 
method which yield a great accuracy. And for recognition we 
used pytesseract an inbuilt python package. 
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